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TAPE 16 DIALOG GROUP

00:00:35:00
Audio cuts in and out in the beginning
Jamal talking about comparison to holocaust and Hitler, people killed yesterday and not
mentioned in the news

04:06
Bassama thanks Miko for his honesty about what’s going on, talks about resenting being
called an Arab, wants to be able to say Palestinian.

05:40
Ibraham talks about felling different and leaving and coming to the states, sadness in
parents, talks about feeling like he didn’t belong in his home, Israel

07:40
Martin asks if he is an American, dialog about coming to the states

08:40
Ibrahim talks about becoming a citizen

09:30
Martin talks about not getting into college of his choice b/c he was a Jew

11:10
Majeed talks of Arab Israeli citizen (member of kinnesit) that were kicked off their
property, problem of absence of constitution,

14:30
Yakov talks of constitution movement in Israel

15:10
Majeed talks of democracy

16:30
Doris asks Ibrahim to talk about his father’s experience, appreciation for positive
Palestinian stories

18:30
Ibrahim all men being rounded up and put into concentration camps (brother and father),
people hid in mosques and churches, there was a huge massacre in a mosque

24:30
Jim talks about a possible analogy to the civil rights movement

25:35
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Jamal comments on the comparison

27:14
Ibrahim talks about the US having a constitution and blacks not having rights.
The Israeli’s needed to acknowledge the existence of the Palestinian.

28:30
Doris talks about property right in Lebanon

28:55
Majeed talks of Lebanon

29:12
Gene argues with Majeed

29:29
Majeed responds (regarding Lebanon)

29:50
Gene responds

30:15
Majeed says the Palestinian in Lebanon were pushed into the country and they can’t
afford them. Talks about the difference of going to Lebanon and US.

31:00
Jamal talks of Lebanon and its gov’t. treatment of Palestinian says he doesn’t want his
parent to go through it but it’s not Lebanon’s problem it’s Israeli, compares to the Nazi.

33:37
Jaeev argues the use of a Nazi comparison.

35:00
Majeed and Haifa leave. Doris tells the camera about the Palestinian embroidered
pillows.

36:45
Jaeev talks about growing up in Israel without the integration of Palestinian culture.

38:11
Yakov talks of discussion with woman and Palestinian identity, using the word
Palestinian or Arab.

40:50
Jamal talks about the use of Arab as identity instead of Palestinian.
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42:18
Bassama talks about people getting angry at her for using the word Palestine.

42:50
Jamal and Miko sitting next to each other.

43:00
Bassama talks about how she was ashamed for saying Palestinian growing up and how
she now is able to say it.

44:14
Jamal says he defines himself as Arab American it’s pride.

44:33
Doris talks of unity in Arab culture

45:55
Jamal and defining pan-Arabism

46:30
Miko

46:59
Ibrahim talks of his identity

47:43
Jamal says he says he is Palestinians to make a political statement.

48:04
Martin talks of constitution and Christianity

48:42
Yakov talks about Jewish state creation

49:32
Gene reaction shot

49:42
Ibrahim talks of PLO and Hamas

50:44
Yakov says it’s all bullshit to Jamal as they talk about “Jews going back to the sea”

51:23
Miko says there is not a 2 state peace process b/c of Israel.
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52:09
Yakov talks of listening to all the stories and educating

52:44
Ibrahim says Palestinians are sorry about holocaust but it’s not a reason to do the same to
them, homes and people constantly being destroyed, when will it stop.

54:03
Black slave and Jewish slave in Egypt comparison (Jamal)

54:20
Yakov says it won’t happen that Israel will try to get rid of Palestinians.

55:15
Jamal it’s all about the period of time in history.

56:00
Jim reaction

56:14
Jamal it will be like the Native Americans 100 years ago when we look back now it’s
easy to say it was so bad what we did to the people.

56:30
Miko says you can’t compare them

57:00
Jamal says why he brings up the comparison

59:20
Doris talks about watching Hezbollah TV with Tahgrid and discussing the Holocaust
comparison.

01:01:59:00
Doris continues about diminishing each other’s narratives

01:01:30:00
Jamal says pain is pain

END


